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Abstract
This paper presents a new method for generating nonphotorealistic (NPR) facial expression animations. The
method consists of two main processing parts. First, a
particular NPR style portrait is created from a frontal facial photograph. Facial expressive details, like: expressive wrinkles,fine creases, even freckles, can be included
in the synthesized portrait, which makes it more expressive. Second, with two different facial expression portraits,
a metamorphing algorithm using distance transform is utilized to produce the 2D animation. Our morphing process
is fully automated, no control point or any manual work is
required. Finally, a continuous facial expression animation
is produced. The resulted animation is useful in a number
of potential applications, ranging from entertainment and
education to teleconferencing and psychology research.

1. Introduction
Facial animation, as an identifiable area of computer graphics, has long fascinated computer graphics researchers. Historically, the earliest attempts to model
and animate realistic human faces date back to the early
1970s[1]. Since then, numerous of research papers have
been published on this topic. Yet there is still room for improvement.
NPR animation of faces offer several advantages over attempts to work with photorealistic images. First, viewers do
not expect a faithful replica of the speaker in real applications, like: teleconferencing or computer games. Also, line
drawing, caricature and many NPR style pictures require
less storage space than images, which makes them more
suitable for low bandwidth network applications. They are
also easy to compress for privacy. Finally, an animated figure has an engaging quality that is often more entertaining
than a live video clip.
In this paper, we describe a new method for automatic

animation of NPR faces from sample images. Our system
takes two human face images as input and outputs a particular NPR style facial animation. First, a particular NPR style
portrait is created from a frontal facial photograph. Many
NPR techniques have already been proposed to generate
digital artwork. However, detail information, such as expressive wrinkles and creases,is usually missed in the generated pictures. As an extension, we propose a segmentation and tracking method to map those expressive lines,
which makes the portrait more expressive. Then, a metamorphing algorithm using distance transform is utilized to
produce the resulted animation. Our two main contributions
include: (1) As a difficult and unsolved problem in NPR, detail information is usually missed in generated pictures. We
solve this problem by extracting expressive lines from the
original input image, which can be mapped to the generated
NPR sketch with an application-dependent style. (2)Our
metamorphing algorithm is fully automated to create the 2D
animation. Unlike using control points or control lines, distance transform is utilized here to find pixel correspondence
automatically.

1.1

Related Work

Two research fields relevant to this paper are NPR picture
generation and image morphing techniques.
Many systems have been created to emulate watercolor
and impressionism. More relevant to our work, however,
are the NPR results of pen-and-ink and technical illustration. NPR techniques have also been used to depict facial
images with an artistic style. Li[2] utilized morphological
processing techniques to extract facial sketch from a facial
image.This approach only connects the feature points of facial parts, which produced a stiff resulted sketch. Combining a flexible sketch model with the non-parametric sampling method, Hong [3] [4] presented an approach to automatically generate sketches from input images.Different
from other similar algorithms, Hong synthesizes hair style
into face models in this paper. Adapting a modified model
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of human brightness perception to photographs, Gooch etc.
tried to keep certain facial features in order to preserve recognizability, then an image warping technique was applied
to produce caricatures[5]. However, all these methods only
consider the basic components of human faces. As the limitation claimed by those authors, fine details, such as: aging wrinkles, richer feature lines of expressions, injury and
freckle can’t be preserved by these approaches. That is the
motivation of our efforts on developing the Expressive Portrait Generator, which offers the opportunities to include
those detail information in the generated picture.
Once the still picture is achieved, we usually consider
to create an animation which is more interesting. As
one main means to create computer animation, morphing/metamorphing or the gradual and continuous transformation of one shape into another is a topic of great importance in computer graphics. Image metamorphosis between
two images begins with an animator establishing their correspondence with pairs of feature primitives. The feature
correspondence is then used to compute mapping functions
that define the spatial relationship between all points in both
source and target images. Typically, to get good morphing
sequences a number of equal control points are manually
selected in both images and then a one-to-one mapping is
defined[6][7][8]. Because this approach requires extensive
manual interaction for both to select the control points and
compute the mapping, it’s too computational expensive for
our system. Distance transform, also referred as feature
transform, is a map that assigns to each pixel the feature
that is nearest to it. In order to find the best pixel correspondence, we utilize distance transform as the mapping
function for morphing two input NPR portraits. Given two
images with the same size, our morphing algorithm guarantees that each pixel will travel the shortest distance to a
corresponding pixel,which exhibits as a smooth and visually continuous facial animation.

Figure 1. The framework of the whole system

In Animation Creator part, distance transform is utilized to
create the morphing sequences between the two generated
portraits. As the final result, a 2D line drawing style facial
expression animation is produced. Detail explanation for
each part will be given in following sections.

3 Expressive Portrait Generator

2 System Overview
Figure 2. The flowchart of Portrait Generator
The goal of our work is to produce a 2D NPR animation
of different facial expressions. The block diagram shown
in Fig.1 depicts the two main parts of this system: Portrait Generator and Animation Creator. The purpose of Portrait Generator is to create line drawing style portrait from
the input facial photograph. Different with other previous
portrait generation methods, detail information, like: fine
creases around the eyes, richer feature lines of expressions
etc.. is extracted and can be mapped to the generated portrait if needed. Depending on the image scale and users’ interests, the system can control the Level-of-Detail(LOD)of
the generated portrait. For example, if users want to have
a closer look at the area around the left eye, by zooming
out that area, more fine lines will show up around the eye.

As an extension of the previous researches on portrait
generation, we focuses on extracting those richer feature
lines of human faces by image-space based techniques. In
our method, we firstly get the black-and-white illustration
from the input photograph, and then feature lines were extracted from 5 fixed windows. We enlarge these five areas
in order to use edge detection techniques to segment those
close-up detail lines. After thinning the segmented feature
lines, a curvature tracking algorithm was applied to follow
each line. On the mean time, information of those feature
lines, such as: the x and y coordinates of the points along a
feature line, the number of points in a feature line and the
number of feature lines in a window etc.. is recorded. At
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the end, depending on users’ interests, we could map fine
detail features back to the generated portrait. For example, more detail feature lines will show up when zooming
in some particular interested area; vice versa, an abstract
portrait is given when zooming out. Since fine details like:
wrinkles, creases and freckles etc. are given special treatment in our system, no matter what facial expression the
subject has or how old it is, an explicit and detail portrait
can still be achieved if needed. Figure2 shows various steps
in the extraction and mapping phases. Detailed algorithms
of each step are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1

3.2

Close-up Details Extraction

Based on the observation of many human faces, aging
wrinkles or richer feature lines during different expressions
are usually appearing in some certain regions, so we divide the face into five subregions: left eye area(LE),right
eye area(RE),left cheek area(LC),right cheek area(RC) and
forehead area(FH),like Fig.3.

Facial Two-tone Illustration

Creating a black-and-white illustration from a photograph can be done in many ways. A number of proposed methods are stroke-based and rely heavily on user
input[9][10].In addition,stoke-based methods are mainly
concerned with determining stroke placement in order to
maintain tonal values across an object’s surface. For our
application, we prefer a method that could fully be automated and does away with tonal information. we choose
our illustration algorithm based on binarization of luminance images, which is the simplest and most effective way
to get a two-tone image. Figure3 shows the three steps:
first,original photograph was taken by a high-resolution digital camera during regular luminance conditions; second,
hue and saturation information was removed while only retaining the luminance;third, based on the histogram of this
gray-level image, Otsu threshold was chosen to binarize it
into a black-and-white illustration[11].

Figure 3. original photograph(left),gray-scale
image(middle),two-tone illustration(right).

From the two-tone illustration, we can see that silhouettes of basic components of the face,like: eye
brows,eyes,mouth,nose etc.are clearly preserved, which
quite satisfied our requirements for this step.

Figure 4. Five interested subregions.
Within each subregion, edge operators were utilized for
detecting detail feature lines. Because it’s impossible to
draw a window which only contains detail feature lines,
some normal contours of eyes,mouth etc. will also be included in the result of edge detection. Thus, those contours
will be deleted manually to help us to track only those richer
lines. Then morphological thinning operation is applied to
get a thinned line image, in which detail feature lines will
have maximum one-pixel thickness. Finally, we track those
feature lines in the thinned line image, and record all the information we need for mapping.This extraction and tracking process is shown Figure5 and will be detailed in the
following subsections.

Figure 5. Several steps of extraction and
tracking process

3.2.1 Edge Detection For Feature Lines
There are already many existed edge detectors, most popular of which are Sobel, Robert,Canny etc. We can
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classify these edge detectors into three categories: firstorder differential operators, zero-crossing detection of
second-order derivatives and more complex heuristic algorithm like: Canny operator. In this project, we compared the edge detection results of five typical operators:Sobel,Prewitt,Roberts,LoG and Canny. The results of
extracting edges in LE are shown in Fig.6 as an example.

Compared with first derivatives, the results of LoG and
Canny are much better: LoG covered all the possible
features,including those minor features like those curvatures with really a short length and dots etc.;Canny connected some adjacent feature lines, so the resulted edges
are smoother. In order to keep the continuity of feature lines
and also cover all the possible detail features, we combined
the results of LoG and Canny as the detected edges,shown
in Fig.6(g).
3.2.2 Feature Lines’ Tracking
After we get the binary edge results,the morphological thinning algorithm is applied to get a unitary image, in which
the maximal width of the edge is one pixel. By thinning
edges into skeletal pixels, which is an accurate representation of feature edges, we can also easily record the position of those feature lines. As illustrated in Fig.7, the
thinned feature edges Fig.7(b)accurately represent detail
feature lines Fig.7(a).

Figure 8. Datastructure ”FLRec” used to save
feature lines in a face image.

Figure 6. The edges of LE extracted by
different edge operators:(a)the original LE
image,(b)the result of Sobel operator,(c)the
result of Prewitt operator, (d)the result
of Roberts operator,(e)the result of LoG
operator, (f)the result of Canny operator,(g)combined result of LoG and Canny,
produced by addition of (e)and (f)

Since the feature lines are not uniformly in certain
directions, all the results extracted by first-order derivatives operators:Sobel,Prewitt,Roberts,are not good enough.
Many detail feature lines exactly what we need are lost.

In the thinned image I(x, y), we compute the sum of
8-neighbors of each pixel, and save those pixels whose sum
equals to 7 as track starting points Si . After creating a flag
matrix F lag(x, y) used to mark points and feature lines’
recorder FLRec(as shown in Fig.8), we start tracking and
save the x and y coordinates of sample points along each
feature line. The tracking process is summarized in the
following algorithms:
T RACKING(I, Si , F lag, F LRec)
1 InitializeF lag(x, y) = 0
2 for P oint P ← Si
3
do if I(P ) = 0 and F lag(P ) = 0
4
then T rackingLine(I, F lag, P, Sign, F LRec)
5
Sign = Sign + 1
6
return Rec
T RACKING L INE(I, F lag, P, Sign, Rec)
1 while P is inside of I
2
do record P in Rec
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. (a)The binary edge detection result of LE;(b)The thinning result of (a);(c)An enlarged area
in (a);(d)Corresponding area to (c) in thinned image.

3
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5
6
7
8
9
10

F lag(P ) ← Sign
switch
case Pf i = 0 :
P ← Pf i
case Pei = 0 :
P ← P ei
case default :
break

When tracking process is done with all starting points,
feature lines information, such as: the total number of feature lines existed in the face image, the number of points
in each feature line, and x,y coordinates of every point,are
all recorded in FLRec, which can be used for mapping and
rendering in the next step.
3.2.3 Feature Lines Mapping and Rendering
When artists create a portrait or any other line drawing
sketches, there are two main particular aspects to take care
of. First, there is the placement of lines, that is, their positions determined by the scene to be portrayed. Second, there
is the actual look of the lines or how they are drawn with respect to their width, brightness, color, and so on. When
mapping back those feature lines, these two problems have
to be solved in order to make a uniform style portrait.
The first problem is perfectly solved by exactly mapping
those detail lines back to the positions where they are in the
input photograph.For each part: LE, RE,LC,RC and FH, we
note the corresponding coordinates xcor and ycor with the
original whole face image. Then we get each feature points’
positions xi and y i from FLRec, so the original coordinates
i
= ycor + y i . If
of these points are xiorig = xcor + xi , yorig
it’s not for a exaggerated caricature, that would be the most
proper position for the placement of those feature lines.
For the second problem, those detail feature lines should
be rendered in an application-dependent style. Using the
line drawing sketch (Fig.9(b)) as an example, feature lines’
thickness and intensity should be changed in order to get
a uniform look with the original drawing. Like the result

shown in Fig.9(c), curvature fitting is also applied to make
the feature lines more smooth. The level of details is controlled by the user. Because the length of all feature lines is
stored in FLRec, we are using the line’s length as a threshold to decide whether it should be mapped back or not. For
example, if the user only wants more details on the areas
of LC and RC, it’s better only to map those longer feature
lines, as shown in Fig.9(c).
Following this way, our detail feature lines can be
mapped to any NPR style portraits with different styles,
which also offers chances for the users to have a closer look
on particular areas. More results will be shown in Section4.

4 Morphing Algorithm
Transform

Using

Distance

With two input photographs of different facial expressions, two NPR style portraits will be produced by Portrait
Generator in the system. As the second step, we would like
to create a smooth animation between these two NPR portraits. Given two images A and B, it is sometimes desirable
in computer animation to create a smooth transition from
one image to the other. This smooth transition is computed
as a sequence of frames S0 , S1 , . . . Sk , where S0 = A and
Sk = B. Traditionally, to get good morphing sequences
a number of equal control points are selected in both images, often by a person, and then a one-to-one mapping is
defined. It can be difficult both to select the control points
and compute the mapping.We present a novel approach to
computing a morphing sequence, one that relies on distance
transforms rather than control points.
Before we introduce our morphing algorithm, some definitions are made to facilitate the explanation. Let A, B be
two bi-level m × n images, we treat the image matrix A
as a set, that is A = {(i, j) | aij = 1 }. B is defined in
the same manner. In addition, the intermediate slides can
be viewed either as bi-level images or as grey-scale images.
During the morphing sequence, we would like each pixel
a ∈ A to move to its new location in B, but travel the short-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. (a)The Input Photograph; (b)The Original Generated Portrait from (a);(c)The Portrait with
feature lines mapped in LC and RC.

est distance. We can achieve this by sending each pixel to
its nearest neighbor in B. In this way, the morphing problem between images A and B is reduced to animate the
motion of N = |A| + |B| pixels along straight line segments. To do this, we define two functions, f : A → B,
and g : B → A. Each function maps pixels to a nearest
neighbor in the other image. Each a ∈ A is really an ordered pair and represents the location of a foreground pixel
in A: a = (xa , ya ) and similarly for b = (xb , yb ). We
define distance between
points a and b in the Euclidean

sense d(a, b) = (xa − xb )2 + (ya − yb )2 . Now we define f and g: f (a) = arg minb∈B {d(a, b) | b ∈ B},
g(b) = arg mina∈A {d(a, b) | a ∈ A}. Function f is called
a feature transform of B and similarly g is a feature transform of A. f  (a) = minb∈B {d(a, b) | b ∈ B} is a distance
transform.
In the morphing sequence, each a will travel to its nearest
neighbor in B, i.e. a → f (a). This may cause some visual
problems, as this mapping may not be one to one. Although
all pixels in A will move, not all pixels in B may be involved in the transformation. Formally, domain(f ) = A,
but range(g) need not equal B. Thus, a set of straight line
paths in the reverse direction are created from B to A, using
g as a guide.
Formally, define a set of line segments L as follows
L

= {(a, f (a)) | a ∈ A} ∪ {(g(b), b) | b ∈ B}
= {(u, v)}, for notational simplicity

So L is a set of line segments, each line represented by its
endpoints u and v (u and v are each ordered pairs).
Now we are ready to compute the frames S0 , S1 , . . .
Sk . Define Si = {u + ki (u − v) | (u, v) ∈ L},where
L = {(u, v)} = {(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), (a2 , b3 )}.
The maps f and g can be computed in linear time
O(mn), where A is an m × n image, using the algorithms
in [12] and [13]. The algorithms in [12] present techniques
using the L1 and L∞ norms, and [13] presents the technique
using the L2 norm.

Thus, the distance transform provides out a fast, smooth
and visually continuous morphing process of facial expressions. A morphing sequence between a happiness and surprise facial expressions using this method is shown Fig.10.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis
As shown in Fig.11, for an input image(Fig.11(a)), a line
drawing sketch is generated in Fig.11(b) and those expressive lines in the left cheek and right cheek, whose length is
greater than 60 pixels are mapped back. Also, when users
enlarge the areas around the eyes, more fine lines could be
mapped back to show those details.From the results in Fig.9
and Fig.11, we can see that those detail feature lines definitely improve the expressiveness of the generated portrait.
If only an abstract representation is required, users could
also remove those detail features. By giving special treatment to those detail features, our method solves the limitation of previous picture generation systems.
For 2D morphing results, as we described in Section 4,
in our experiment the k=60. That is to say, from one expression to another, there are 58 between frames, which make
the morphing animation visually continuous. 5 key frames
were selected to be shown in Fig.10. Also, like the results
in Fig.12, our morphing algorithm can be applied to other
NPR style portraits. With the Portrait Generator and Animation Creator together in our system, we offer users with
great opportunities to control the level of details in the resulted animation.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a new method to produce NPR facial expression animation has been introduced. Two parts: portrait generation and metamorphing animation, consist of the
whole system. Different with previous picture generation
systems, facial expressive details, such as: fine creases and
expressive wrinkles etc.., can be included in our generated
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(a) frame1

(b) frame15

(c) frame30

(d) frame45

(e) frame60

Figure 10. Slices morphing from happiness to surprise in line drawing style, 15 frames as the interval

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. (a)The Input Photograph; (b)The Original Generated Portrait from (a);(c)The Portrait with
feature lines mapped in LC and RC.

(a) frame1

(b) frame15

(c) frame30

(d) frame45

(e) frame60

Figure 12. Slices morphing from happiness to surprise in pen-and ink style, 15 frames as the interval
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portrait, which makes the whole system more flexible. For
animation part, a 2D morphing algorithm using distance
transform is utilized here. Without any control points or
lines, pixel correspondence and mapping function are created automatically by distance transform. Given two human
face images as input, our system outputs a particular NPR
style facial animation as the result, which can be applied to
lots of practical applications. Currently, we are planning to
improve and extend our work to three dimensional, which
will make the resulted animation more interesting.
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